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Cyberspace 
Economics of Cyberspace
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Cyber Space is defined as: “[…] a complex environment based on digital technologies that 
provides a global place for digital interaction among people including formal and informal 
interactions with public or private entities.” 
ISO 27100, p.2

Threats in Cyber Space are 
targeted against technical entities, 
like technical systems that are part of 
the Cyber Space infrastructure or 
against digital representatives of 
entities, e.g. digital twins, that reside 
outside Cyber Space. 
ISO 27100, p. 3

Digital Entity

Digital Twin
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Complexity is Rising Leading to Information Asymmetry
Economics of Cyberspace
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Source: Mark Maybury, ‘Toward the Assured Cyberspace Advantage: Air Force Cyber 
vision 2025’, IEEE Security & Privacy, vol. 13, no.1, pp. 49-56, Jan-Fe. 2015, 
doi10.1109/MSP.2013.135

 Complexity in cyber space is rising at 
a higher rate than our ability to cope 
with it.

 This results in a setting, where many 
systems are not sufficiently 
understood in terms of their “trusted 
computing base”, and consequently 
not sufficiently protected.

 Thus, a general characteristics of IT 
market is asymmetric information, 
not only between producer and 
customer but between producers and 
highly skilled and specialized experts.

 This results in a setting that is 
favorable for these experts.
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Economics of Cyberspace
The Economics of Cyber Space

 Cyber Space is the environment for 
Digital Business.

 Digital business model, especially 
platforms, allow scaling with almost no 
marginal costs.

 This offers unprecedented opportunities 
for digital business, sadly, however, for 
legal and unauthorized and illegal 
business models.

 Highly skilled entrepreneurial experts can 
use ill protected assets from other entities 
and integrate them in own digital services, 
or

 develop sabotage or blackmail (via 
ransomware or ddos) as own business 
models.

5
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The Market of Zero Day Exploits
Economics of Cyberspace
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 Highly skilled experts can develop exploits as digital products.
 Zero-days can be easily sold without intermediaries over the internet as available technologies are 

strong enough to provide anonymity at a very low cost.

Source: [1]
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Economics of Cyberspace
Increasing the Production Costs of Cybercrime
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 Organization face an industrial 
attacker economy with skill 
specialization and trading of illicit 
commodities.

 Not all attacks work. Improving 
defenses results in increasing the 
failure rate of attacks and the cost for 
attackers.

 Increasing the defenses for all 
possible attacks is economically not 
feasible. 

 Thus, “knowing your enemy”, knowing 
and understanding the attack vectors 
is important, to prepare efficient and 
effective countermeasures.

Source: [2]
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Economics of Cyberspace
Summary

 Cyber Space as digital business environment is characterized by 
asymmetric information, between producer and customer and 
producers and highly skilled and specialized experts.

 “trusted computing base” mostly is not sufficiently understood 
and consequently not aedequatly protected.

 Common digital business patterns for illicit businesses:
 Digital services (B2B): mining ill protected assets (systems, data) and 

using them in  their own multi-party-service-offering.
 Digital services (B2C, Long-Tail): providing (negative) services 

(ransomware, blackmail) via toolset that is easy to adapt. 
 Digital platforms: platforms, allow scaling with almost no marginal 

costs.
 Defense Strategy: Counter-attack scaling potential, making 

attacks more expensive and rise marginal costs for attacks.
8

Source: [3]
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Foundations of Digital Trust
As trust in IoT is broken, legislation is about shifting gears

 EU commission adopts HLEG1 view of trustworthy, e.g.
lawful, ethical, robust (which includes security and safety) 
AI in its proposal for AI regulation.

 Responsible AI requested in AI-strategy of federal 
government.

 Several initiatives on AI and Data handling on EU level, 
including a Cyber Resilience Act and revision of NIS22.

 IT SiG3 strengthened role of BSI. BSI is now about setting 
standards for cloud-based AI and standards for AI 
certification to achieve trustworthiness.

 StVG4 askes for accident prevention systems that can 
decide on by taking fundamental values into account.

 1: High Level Expert Group, 2: Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems 3: IT 
Sicherheitsgesetz 4: Straßenverkehrsgesetz

“Unsecurable”
Chris Inglis (2010), Former Deputy Director 
National Security Agency

“Hopeless”
Ron Rivest (2012), Co-Inventor of RSA-Crypto 
Systems, Turing Award (2002)

“Indefensible”
Gen. Keith Alexander (2011), Former Director 
NSA  und Commander of the United States 
Cyber Command

“Lousy IoT Security”
Bruce Schneier (2019) Writer, fellow and 
lecturer at Harvard's Kennedy School, board 
member of Electronic Frontier Foundation

As trust in IoT system is shaken since several years, legislation start now to enforce higher degrees of security 
and trustworthiness.
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Trust = „Assured reliance on the character, ability, 
strength, or truth of someone or something.”
Logically, trust can be understood as five-ary relationship 
between two entities, A and B, a set of credentials C, a set of 
tasks T, and a reference domain or scope D. Example:

A passenger (A) trusts a pilot (B)  to fly a plane as:
 competence (C) of the pilot is established by international 

standards for pilot licensing and certification (D) (FAA, EASA, 
CAA, …)

 entitlement given by role and assignment as Pilot in Command 
(T) according to FAA and ICAO rules.

Foundations of Digital Trust
Trust in the analog World

The physical world offers a sufficiently stable and agreed on basis for most human interactions. Thus, context of 
trust statements is mostly given and shared by all entities involved in that situation.
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Foundations of Digital Trust
Trust in the digital World
 “Digital world”, only loosely defined by  protocols, 

tools, services that are under constant 
development and change. 

 In distributed multi party systems validation of the 
“trusted computing base” is not feasible. 

 AI brings in even more volatility. 
 The digital world is an extremely brittle 

environment. 
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The respective domain and scope of “trust” and the relationship of the involved entities have to be defined 
and created individually and transparently  for any context and product.

 Bosch’s paradigm “Invented for Life” expresses 
the aspiration level: utilizing technology for 
creating products that make life better and 
easier.

 Consequently, “digital trust” should be the 
corresponding digital counterpart of Bosch’s 
core quality and value proposition of the non-
digital world. 

 Digital Trust has to take the expectations of our 
customers during the whole life cycle of our 
products into account. Thus, we have to think 
ahead, grasp and shape opportunities to 
associate comprehensively with our products.
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Foundations of Digital Trust
Summary

 “Digital Trust” should be the corresponding digital counterpart of 
today’s core quality and value proposition of the non-digital world. 

 Legislation and standardization is a formal way to express 
expectations of society and customers.

 Industry needs to take actively these initiatives and think about 
means to comply efficiently and take this as an opportunity to 
address customer’s expectations better.

 Validation of trusted computing base in today’s multi party systems 
can not be achieved by a single company. Cooperation with other 
partners necessary.

13

Source: [3]
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Challenges imposed by AI
The Challenges Of AI

1515

Imperfect AI leading to unethical 
behavior

Intended unethical behavior

15

Recognized 
as

Recognized 
as

Source: [4]
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The Challenges Of AI

16

AI is geared towards Acting and Deciding

Machines, even semi-intelligent 
machines, should not be making life 
and death decisions. Only moral 
agents should make life and death 
decisions about humans.

“
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Sophisticated AI does not come for free
The Challenges Of AI
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 Computing power doubles every 18 months (moor)
 The bandwidth doubles every 21 months (Nielssen)
 The record sizes for AI models double every two years
 The model size of neural networks doubles every two years
 Resource requirements cannot be met with local systems

5000 TPU (Tensor Processing Units) 
40 days, $4.5/h = $21,600,000

5000 TPU * 40 days * 40W = 192 000 KWH
(~ Annual consumption of 32 households in DT)

© Robert Bosch GmbH 2016.All rights reserved. any disposition, exploitation, reproduction, processing, transfer and in the case of applications for industrial property rights.
Dr Christoph Peylo, BCAI | 19.6.2019

The high demands on HW, training data and memory lead to a concentration of technical power in the hands
of fewer hyperscalers.

Source: [5]

Source: [6]
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The Challenges Of AI
Adversarial Machine Learning
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Threat Vector New Attack Types

Pre-existing New to AI

Security Measures 

Enterprise Security 
Network, Endpoint Security, User &

Entity Behavior Analytics, Authenticate

AI Data Integrity
Data Poisoning Detection, Protection 

Human focus
Security Awareness, Responsible AI;  
Anti-Phishing; Good UX for data entry

AI Model Integrity
Trustworthy AI, Validation Checks

Human
Error, Social Engineering, Compromise

System Penetration
Vulnerability, Exploit

Query attacks 
Challenge/Response

Malicious Inputs or Pertubations
Digital, Physical (behavior) Data Poisoning,…

Model Inference 
For Subsequent Manipulation

Model Theft
Counterfeit functionality of 

target ML Model 

Model Outcome Manipulation 
e.g. via inversion, malicious training, 

altered business rules
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Attack Framework
The Challenges Of AI

19
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Model Extraction Attack
The Challenges Of AI

20
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The Challenges Of AI
Summary

 As AI goes mainstream in the enterprise, threats inevitably follow, 
resulting in many serious organizational risks. 

 Security risks are rising as AI becomes more prevalent and 
embedded into critical enterprise operations. 

 Hackers find more opportunities and can cause serious damage by 
attacking AI.

 Securing AI is essential to operationalizing AI successfully in the 
enterprise.

 Most organizations’ AI projects remain very vulnerable. It is in every 
organization’s interest to implement security measures that counter 
threats.

21

Source: [3]
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Definition of AI in EU‘s AI Act (AIA)
What: Scope & Extend

23

(a) Machine learning approaches, including 
supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement 
learning, using a wide variety of methods including 
deep learning; 

(b) Logic- and knowledge-based approaches, including 
knowledge representation, inductive (logic) 
programming, knowledge bases, inference and 
deductive engines, (symbolic) reasoning and expert 
systems; 

(c) Statistical approaches, Bayesian estimation, search 
and optimization methods. 
Source: [7], [8]
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AIA’s Risk Model
What: Scope & Extend

24

(Source: [9])

European Commission proposal for AI Regulation in April 2021 applies a risk-based approach to 
regulation.
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Achieving Harmonization and Congruency of Regulations
How to implement it

25

To avoid double regulation and duplication of efforts for industry, emerging regulation, standardization 
and internal standards have to be congruent.
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Trust Label may be established as a Standard (AIA Art. 40)
How to implement it

26

A B C D E F G
Privacy

A B C D E F G
Privacy

A B C D E F G
Privacy

Reliability

Fairness


How to





				Value X																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Value Level



				X1		Indicator																																C		C

				X1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

				Observable				Yes												No				C						2		1		1		2

				X1.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

				Observable				Yes												No				A		x		Indicator is skipped		0		0



Fill in the grade of the observable you reach for this indicator

If this Indicator is skippable for your System, fill in a X; otherwise leave blank

Don´t fill anything here. 
This field is for error and status messages

Don´t fill anything here. These fields are generated by the inputs



Privacy

		Status:		11/30/21

		PRIVACY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		P1		Process for processing of data 																																G				6		G

		P1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Do you comply to the GDPR?				Yes												No				G						6		1		1		6				1



		P2		Protection of personal data (AI related)																																G

		P2.1		positive Anchor		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Which grade of anonymity has the used data?		How anonymous is the dataset, i.e. How much personal information can be inferred from the dataset(s).		It is justified, that no personal data exists in the dataset.		Dataset has been sanitised (removal of all data directly identifing a natural person) and anonymised.		dataset anonymised with state-of-the-art methods(e.g. k-anonymization, differential privacy, etc)		Pseudonymization						No measures taken				G						6		1		3		6				1

		P2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Did you assured that no personal data can be extracted from the AI System?		How does the AI system development and training, affect the privacy of the dataset. How much information can be inferred from the AI system/application as a result of the chosen development process? E.g. via model inversion, membership inference attack, etc.		Yes, it is assured that no personal data can be extracted and the approach taken is justified in a report.				It is jusitified, that personal data can only be extracted with high effort. 						Personal data can easily be extracted from the AI system. A public report explains to users which kind of data can be extracted and what the risk of extraction is.		No measures taken				G						6		1

		P2.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		What measure have you taken, to prevent attacks on the AI System and Application with the aim to inferred data/information?		Deployed/Live-system privacy preserving mechanism and privacy attack mitigation process		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Strict Access Control (no direct access to AI system or AI application for the user)

Penetration tests have been conducted
		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Access Control



Penetration tests have been conducted
		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Access Control		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.



				No measures taken				G						6		1



		P3		Consent-Process, Information and Influence for Users and affected Persons																																G

		P3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the privacy impact assessment presented in the consent process?		The assessment needs to include the following aspects:
What might be a concrete physical impacts when working with the system?
What kind of moral harm can be caused by such a system?
What could be material consequences of such a system?		Yes, individualized for different user groups				Yes, but in a general way								No				G						6		1		4		6				1

		P3.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the privacy impact assessment accessible for affected Persons?		 If there is a system that is allowed to take data from non-users due to a permission status (Erlaubnistatbeständes), can they still see the impact analysis?		Yes, individualized for different groups of affected persons				Yes, but in a general way								No				G						6		1

		P3.3		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Can affected persons review and rectify data concerning them?		If there is a system that is allowed to collect data from non-users due to a permission status (Erlaubnistatbeständes), can they still see what data has been collected from them and have the opportunity to correct it?		There is a possibility that allows affected persons to easily review and rectify data concerning them.

Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibilities are indicated
		There is a possibility for affected persons to review and rectify data concerning them on request.

Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibilities are indicated				No possibility to review or rectify data




Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibility are indicated		





Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.				No				G						6		1

		P3.4		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Design of the Consent-Process				The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons

Appropriate precautionary measures were taken regarding:
-users
- affected persons.

Privacy by default (opt-in for usage of personal data is needed) for:
-users 
- affected persons		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons

Appropriate precautionary measures were taken with regard to:
-users


Privacy by default (opt-in for usage of personal data is needed) for: 
-users		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.
				An examination has not taken place				G						6		1





Accountability

		Status:		11/30/21

		ACCOUNTABILITY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		A.1		Processes in life cycle to ensure accountability																																G				9		G

		A1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		How detailed is the process of data collection and management logged/recorded and how easily can relevant stakeholders access it?		Relevant stakeholders can for example be data users, product manager or competent authorities.

Logs/Records have to be stored for a reasonable time to allow  delayed analysis.		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person
3. relevant data preparation processing operations
(annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, aggregation, ...)
4. Recovery of data in every stage

Stakeholder access:
- easy, universal format		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person
3. relevant data preparation processing operations
(annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, aggregation, ...)
4. Recovery of data in every stage

Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person









Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities		There is no logging/recording, but details about origin of data are documented.









Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities						The data collection process is not logged or documented.				G						6		1		4		6				1

		A1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the development and training process logged/recorded?				Yes, comprehensive logging/recording  including the responsibilities is available, including:
1. operation in which the data was used and how they have been modified
2. version control of AI systems and the involved data
3. version restore/recovery of AI systems

and is available for all relevant stakeholders		Yes, comprehensive logging/recording  including the responsibilities is available, including:
1. operation in which the data was used and how they have been modified
2. version control of AI systems and the involved data




and is available for all relevant stakeholders		No logging/recording  available, but a general description of the development and training process including responsibilities is provided for all relevant stakeholders.		No logging/recording , but a general description of the development and training process is provided 						There is no logging and information about the process				G						6		1

		A1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the traceability of the system-composition (including soft- and hardware-composition and components) guaranteed?		Software-components can be:
- AI modell
- AI system
- AI application
Hardware-components can be:
- …		There is sufficient information about the system available:
- to easily reconstruct the composition of the system
- at every time in its lifecycle		There is sufficient information about the system available:
- to easily reconstruct the composition of the system
- at major inflection points (releases, gates) in its lifecycle		There is sufficient information about the system available to:
- reconstruct the composition of the system with additional efforts		There is not enough information to reconstruct the composition of the system.						No.				G						6		1

		A1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are systems with a learning component monitored  in their interaction with their environment throughout the runtime?    		Learning systems, which adapt their behaviour during their use should have additional monitoring applications that track the changes in the system and highlight how the evolving systems differ from the original one. 		Yes, the learning process is monitored:
- Logging of input-output behaviour is available for a defined period
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)

If required, the information can be adequately prepared and made available to the relevant stakeholders.		Yes, the learning process is monitored:
- Logging of input-output behaviour is available for a defined period
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)		The learning process will be logged, but reviewed only at infrequent intervals
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)						The learning process will be logged, but review is not planned.		There is no logging or monitoring of the learning process.				G						6		1

																						A

		A.2		Corporate/institutional liability
(retrospective)																																G

		A2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Is there a defined channel for giving feedback and obtain information about system characteristics?		Information and explanations about theses that can be received:
- A1.4 - Interactions of learning Systems with the environment 
- F1.2 - Target Groups
- F1.3 - Marginalised Groups
- F1.7 - Bias
- R1.1 - ODD and Intended Use
- R1.5 - Risk and potential harms
- T3.3  - User Interface 
- T3.4  - Explanations for affected persons		Yes, there is an instance that:
-  has enough Information and power to give individualized Information 
- can enforce reviews of system characteristics		Yes, there is an instance that:
- has enough Information and power to give individualized Information 		Yes, but only standardized Information can be given								No				G						6		1		2		6				1

		A2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		How "easy" is the access to the feedback channels?				Everyone with a justified interest can contact the feedback channel and receives direct feedback		Only users can contact the feedback channels		Access is only possible when fulfilling certain requirements:
 e.g. additional payment or only at predefined points during the lifecycle 						Only for the competent authorities		No				G						6		1



		A.3		Responsible Human Oversight																																G

		A3.1		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if not HIC -
Human in Command (Control):
Is the user expertise needed to judge the results of the AI system to avoid overconfidence defined?				The level of expertise required for a human user to understand and judge the system's recommendations, given the data and body of knowledge in the field, is documented and  appropriate with regard to the intended purpose 		The level of expertise that is required by a human operator to  check the plausibility of the recommendations of the system given the data and the body of knowledge of that domain are documented.		The expertise that is required by a human operator to work successfully with the system are documented.		The level of expertise is not specified but describtions about it can be requested and obtained.						No measures have been taken				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0		2		15				1

		A3.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if not HIC -
Human in Command (Control):
Which effort is needed to understand and interact with the AI system?
(depending on the application context )				The inteded user understands the actions of the AI system/application with no effort and knows how to interact with it immediately		The inteded user understands the actions of the AI system/application with little effort and knows how to interact with it after a short time period.		Guided introduction of the AI system/application is needed		Extended training is needed						Extended training and a prior knowledge in the application context of the AI system is needed				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0

		A3.3		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HITL - 
Human in the Loop:
Which measures are taken to ensure that the AI system does not affect human autonomy by interfering with the operator’s decision-making process in an unintended way?				The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented and the interfaces is designed to allow the operator to easily understand and influence the decision process.  
Proposal of the system and human decision are documented.		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented and the interfaces is designed to allow the operator to influence the decision process		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented in a way that allows auditing.		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented.						None of the above				G						6		1

		A3.4		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HITL - 
Human in the Loop: 
Is the human takeover of the system designed so that the user understands the current state of the system and can therefore take over quickly?				The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has been tested within the full operations envelope of the system and properly documents		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has been tested and documented in the main modes of operation		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has only been tested sporadically		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover was not tested.						System was not designed and has not been tested regarding the handover to a human operator.				G						6		1

		A3.6		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HOL - 
Human on the Loop:
Does the system makes the decision parameters transparent and allows post-hoc changes?				Decision parameters are well documented and transparent. 

There is a process and tools in place that allow documentation and ex-post explanation of decisions taken by the system. Process parameters can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Decision parameters are well documented and transparent. 

Decisions taken by the system are well documented. 
Process parameters can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Decision parameters are transparent and can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Process in place to change decision parameters by developer						No				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0





Fairness

		Status:		11/29/21

		FAIRNESS																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		F1		Assuring fairness during development																																G				6		G

		F1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are all entities impacted and/or influenced by the system considered?		Considers the impact on the environment in which the system is to be used, including the human agency concept, implementation in the socio-technical system,…		Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
2. affected by the deployment of this system (2nd order network effects)
3. entities within the broader social-technical system it operates within		Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
2. affected by the deployment of this system (2nd order network effects)
				Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
						No				G						6		1		7		6				1

		F1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are target groups defined?		Important characteristics to define different target groups: 
- Demography (age, income, family size, family status, gender, education,…)
- Geography (residence, origin,…)		Yes, all of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided
3. including additional target groups that arise from reasonably unforeseen misuses		Yes, all of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided		Yes, most of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided		Yes, some of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified						No				G						6		1

		F1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are there marginalised entities within the target group and does risk arise for them being marginalised?				Yes, 
1. A research to identify all marginalised groups/entities is carried out
2. All risk that arises from any of the groups being marginalised are detailed and justified 
3. The marginalised groups/entities are involved in the development process		Yes, 
1. A research to identify all marginalised groups/entities is carried out
2. All risk that arises from any of the groups being marginalised are detailed and justified 
		Yes, 
1. A research to identify all affected marginalised groups/entities is carried out
								No				G						6		1

		F1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is there a commitment to a fairness definition that considers F1.2 and F1.3.?				A fairness definition is defined and provided in collaboration with the target group and marginalised entities/groups.
There is a commitment to considering it throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.

There is a commitment to a process to validate and ensure the integrity of the fairness criteria throughout the life cycle of the AI system.

Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.







There is a commitment to a process to validate and ensure the integrity of the fairness criteria throughout the life cycle of the AI system.

Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.














Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered within the development process.		A fairness definition is provided.				No				G						6		1

		F1.5				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are metrics to track/evaluate fairness with respect to F1.2 and F1.4 in place?		Typical fairness metrics are e.g.:
Statistical parity, equal distribution of false negatives, equal distribution of false positives, decision between group fairness or individual fairness, fairness through unawareness, equality of opportunity.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.


These metrics have been developed in collaboration with the target group and the marginalised users/entities.

The metrics are well documented and transparent to the public		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.


These metrics have been developed in collaboration with the target group and the marginalised users/entities.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place.		A metric to measure and track fairness is in place.				No				G						6		1

		F1.7				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Has the data been analysed for potential harmful, unintended biases with regard to  F1.4 and F1.5? 				A datasheet is provided. It documents which data sources have been assessed and with which methods in order to identify biases that might bring harm or risk. 

The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk. It also states why the actions taken are reasonable in relation to the selected fairness metric. The documentation is released to the public.

The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		A datasheet is provided. It documents which data sources have been assessed and with which methods in order to identify biases that might bring harm or risk. 

The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk.
The documentation is released to the public.





The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		A datasheet is provided. The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk.














The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		


















The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		The data has been analysed for the most common and easily identifiable biases. This has been documented and considered with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		
		No				G						6		1

		F1.8				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Have trade-offs between fairness and other objectives been identified, assessed and justified? 		Identification, assessment and justification according to the target group and marginalised users/entities.
Possible objectives can be performance or privacy.		Trade-offs have been identified and documented in collaboration with the target group and marginalised groups. 

Consideration of how to balance any trade-off involved  collaboration with or are based on the feedback of the target group and marginalised  groups.

This process is well documented and accessible to the target group and marginalised groups		Trade-offs have been identified and documented in collaboration with the target group and marginalised groups. 

Consideration of how to balance any trade-off involved  collaboration with or are based on the feedback of the target group and marginalised groups.				Trade-offs have been identified and document in collaboration with the target group and marginalised users/entities. 		Trade-offs have been identified and document. 				No				G						6		1



		F2		Working and Supply Chain Conditions																																G

		F2.1		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if no external participation
Are the working conditions of external persons involved in the labelling process evaluated?		Minimal safety and worker protection standards and standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation in place at the facility providing click work are covered by the Supply Chain Act, for example. 		Yes, the following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  
- click work-specific working conditions (diversification of tasks, potential emotional/psychological dangers from explicit material)

The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		Yes, the following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  








The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		Yes, one of the two following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  







The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		
















The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		






















It is published, that external persons are involved.		
		No, there is no evaluation or documentation				G						6		1		2		6				1

		F2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the supply chain monitored to evaluate working conditions and to prevent human rights violation and child labour? 		Examples for legal requirements:
- German Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains
- EU Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains		Yes, the supply chain is consequently monitored due to existing legal requirements or similar obligations.				The suppliers are reviewed once. There is a company specific policy to handle violations. 		The suppliers are reviewed once.						No				G						6		1



		F3		 Ecological Sustain Development																																G

		F3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are data centres or servers,which are used for developing, supplied with renewable energy?		Renewable energy includes solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, biomass  and marine energy. Climate positivity can be reached through e.g. carbon offsetting or reuse of excess energy for heating.		Yes, at least 99% and the data centres are climate positive		Yes, at least 99 %		In part, at least 80%		In part, at least 60%		In part, at least 40%		In part, at least 20%		Less than 20 %				G						6		1		3		6				1

		F3.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is a report available detailing of energy consumption during training of the AI system?		The report has to include a calculation or estimates of energy consumption and carbon emissions of all system components or the system overall, measures for carbon offsetting or energy reuse, a description of other ecological impact incl. directly resulting waste generation, an explanation of the process of consideration between its ecological impact (incl. energy consumption) and other factors (e.g. accuracy), and an explanation of why the chosen AI model is used with regards to its ecological sustainability.		Yes, and this report was published before or during launch of the system with estimates and was updated after the launch with actual energy use calculations.		Yes, and this report was published after the system was already in use		Yes,  and this report was published before or during launch of the system with estimates				A report was written but is only available internally				No				G						6		1

		F3.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		How is the disposal of electronic waste processed?		Does not include the waste generated by the user		It is ensured that electronic waste is recycled as far as possible and not exported to risk areas (including Supply Chain)		It is ensured that electronic waste is recycled as far as possible and not exported to risk areas (just for electronics that are in control of the organisation)										There is no detailed knowledge				G						6		1







Changelog: Veröffentlichung der Fairness Definition an alle bei A, B, C
Hier ist kein IP bedroht.

Veröffentlichung der Metrik, also des Handlungsrahmens, aber nicht der Überprüfung dieser Metrik an alle bei A.

Hier lässt sich natürlich darüber streiten, warum nur bei A und nicht wie davor auch bei B und C.

Man könnte aber auch den zweiten Absatz bei B streichen und dafür die Veröffentlichung dazu nehmen.


Die Wissenschaftsgruppe hatte hier auch eine Veröffentlichung gefordert.
Hier könnte theoretisch IP bedroht sein. 
Wie ist eure Meinung hierzu?



Transparency

		Status:		11/29/21

		TRANSPARENCY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		T1		Documentation of data sets																																G				6		G

		T1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the data’s origin documented?		Established structered notations like "datasheets for datasets" are recommended here.		Yes, with structured datasheets, including detailed information on:
- data handling 
- data collector
- data collection method		Yes, with structured datasheets including detailed information on:
- data handling 
- data collector
- data collection method
containing few (not all) information		Yes, information is collected on:
- data collection method
- data handling 
- data collector
containing few or missing information without structured datasheets		Only general information on the data's origin is documented						No				G						6		1		2		6				1

		T1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the characteristics of data sets analysed and documented?		Explorativ question. Related to R1.2 and F1.7.
Characteristics of data sets are:
- fit to operational domain
- amount of data points in relationship to the domain
- individual or perturbated data points
- potential for bias
- analysis for potential proxies
		Yes,  structured information about the characteristics of data sets, including all mentioned characteristics are provided.		Yes, structured information about the characteristics of data sets, including all mentioned characteristics, are provided
only some contain few or missing information.		Yes, structured information about the characteristics of data sets are provided,
but not covering all mentioned characteristics		Yes,  some not-structured information about the characteristics of data sets are provided.						None				G						6		1



		T2		Documentation about the AI systems operation																		A														G

		T2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the characteristics of the AI system(s)  documented?		Characteristics of AI system(s) are:
- architecture or model graph (Num of layers,  Parameters, connectivity input-output dimensions)
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision (e.g. 8/16/32-bit)		Yes, characteristics are documented, including:
- architecture or model graph
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision

If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.				Yes, characteristics are documented, including:
- architecture or model graph
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision

The documentation is available for the competent authorities, but nor for all relevant stakeholder		Yes, some characteristics are documented.						No 				G						6		1		2		6				1

		T2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Are the characteristics of the AI Application documented?		Characteristics of AI application are:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method (e.g. online/ offline/ …)
- System architecture
- Flow of information		Yes,  characteristics are documented, including:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method
- System architecture
- Flow of information

If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.		Yes,  characteristics are documented, including:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method



If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.		Yes, characteristics are documented, but they are not available to all relevant stakeholders.								No 				G						6		1

																						A

		T3		 Intelligibility																																G

		T3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Have the most intelligible AI models/systems been selected that can fulfil the application purpose?		Aspects of the justification:
- performance
- efficiency
- simplicity
- intelligibility
- locally / globally interpretable		Yes, the AI system and application approach has been evaluated, documented and justified. The most intelligible model from this analysis has been used.

This evaluation is open to the public		No, but the AI system was evaluated regarding interpretability.






This evaluation is open to the public.				No, but the AI system was evaluated regarding interpretability.

This evaluation is open to the competent authorities.						No, the AI system (architecture) has not been evaluated  				G						6		1		4		6				1

		T3.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		What degree of explainability including a regarding documentation is provided? 		Definition of local and global explainability is in the glossary		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available and the AI application is globally interpretable.		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available and the AI application is locally interpretable.		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available. It allows to extract the most relevant features and roughly represent their interrelationships and interactions.		The modes of interpretability are available, but can only be used/understood post hoc by experts 		The modes of interpretability need to be adjusted ex post to the individual model and use by experts  		The model is only theoretically comprehensible 		There are no known modes of interpretability 				G						6		1

		T3.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the interface of the AI system/application designed in a way that adequatly informs the user groups about the outcomes and mechanisms? 		User-oriented: 
The interface/interaction with the system should be designed in such a way that the user-groups understand the procedures and outcomes. The understanding depends on the relevant Information neccesary to adequatly to fullfill their task.		Yes, the interface of the system is based on the feedback of the users-groups and affected persons, e.g.:
- user and affected person group analysis 
- tested with the user-group. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, the interface of the system is based on the feedback of specific target users, e.g.:
- user and affected person group analysis 
- tested with the user-group. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, but without participation of the target groups 		Yes, but the modes or interpretability are only specific for one target group 						No, the modes of interpretability are not target-group specific 				G						6		1

		T3.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the explanations of the AI system/application outcome designed in a way that adequatly informs the affected persons?		Affected Persons oriented: 
The explanations of the system should be designed in such a way that the affected persons understand the procedures and outcomes. The understanding depends on the relevant Information neccesary to understand the effects to them.		Yes, the explanations of the system is based on the feedback of the affected persons, e.g.:
- affected person groups analysis 
- tested with the affected person-groups. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, the explanations of the system is based on the feedback of specific affected person groups, e.g.:
- affected person-groups analysis 
- tested with the affected person groups. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, but without participation of the affected persons 		Yes, but the modes or interpretability are only specific for one affected persons group 						No, the modes of interpretability are not affected person group specific 				G						6		1																		
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Comment:
    target group ist definiert als Nutzer und betroffene Personen



		T4		Accessibility (outside of relevant authorities)																																G

		T4.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		 Who has access to the AI System and the AI application?		If an NDA is used in this context, It must not prevent the publication of conslusions drawn from access and analysis of the data, the right to analyse the data freely and fully as well as partly publication of single data points or database entries als illustrations for conclusions.		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
				Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1		4		6				1

		T4.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who has access to the datasets?		If an NDA is used in this context, It must not prevent the publication of conslusions drawn from access and analysis of the data, the right to analyse the data freely and fully as well as partly publication of single data points or database entries als illustrations for conclusions.		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
				Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1

		T4.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who has access to the documentation regarding the AI system/application and its data?		Documentation from T1.1 and T1.2., including a short description of the operational domain.		Everyone		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
		Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1

		T4.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who can see which data attributes (including pre-processing) were used as an input for the AI system/application to generate its output?		This refers only to the name/label and not to the individual content of the data attribute.		Everyone		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
		Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1









Reliability

		Status:		12/1/21

		RELIABILITY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		R1		Robustness & Reliability qua Design																																G				6		G

		R1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the operational design domain of the AI system/application clearly defined and documented?		The Operational Design Domain (ODD) describes the conditions and environment an AI system/application is intended to operate within, and reasonably expected to encounter. This ODD should be described accurately and in enough detail such that the environment and boundaries of operation are clear. The user and stakeholders should be able to easily deduce from this whether the planned/intended use of an AI system is within the scope of the ODD.		A onthologically complete, structured and detailed description of the :
- operational design domain
- and the intended use cases
These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies
- all additional stakeholders
		A onthologically complete, structured and detailed description of the 
- operational design domain and 
- the intended use cases 

These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies.		A description of the:
- operational design domain 
- and the intended use cases



These are published and  well understood by:
 - the users of the AI system, 
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies.		A description of the:
- operational design domain 
- and the intended use cases 



These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system.		A description of the:
- the intended use cases






These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system.				No				G						6		1		8		6				1

		R1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Was ensured, that the quality and quantity of the data fit to the intended purpose and Operational Design Domain?				Documentation of which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
- compatibility of Training data with the operational design domain
- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
with regard to the intended purpose and Operational Design Domain of the AI System		Documentation of which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
- compatibility of Training data with the operational design domain
- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
				Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the Labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance



- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
		Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the Labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
		Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- data format
		No				G						6		1

		R1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Was the quality of the development of the AI systems ensured?				Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
- The testing strategy.

Live testing that covers the ODD and reasonably foreseen situations of the OD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
- The testing strategy.

Live testing that covers the ODD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric- The testing strategy.

(Virtual) Testing inside the ODD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 


(Virtual) Testing inside the ODD has been performed
		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
		Justification of the approach and models used.
		no				G						6		1

		R1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		 Is the system robust against varying environments (i.e. distribution shift) and outliers?		Varying environments can influence the Performance of an AI system. The system needs to be able to detect varying environments to adapt his behaviour. flawed data = data that is influenced by a statistical or non statistical disturbance or malfunction.
E.g. Rain, Dust, Lense effects, Noise 		System must be able to gracefully track and monitor changes in the operational environment. It must offer mechanisms to adapt to observed changes in the operational design domain.		Relaxation of Grade A: reasonably adhere to changes in the operational design domain		Yes, but only in a subdomain								No				G						6		1

		R1.5				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are all possible risks assesed and the harms the system could have classified (e.g. life and health, violation of rights etc.)?				All risks are transparent, well documented with the product and made available to customers		All risks are transparent and can be obtained by a defined interface.		Main risks are identified and can be retrieved by a defined process								None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.6				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Are measures in place to ensure the integrity, robustness and overall security of the AI system/application against potential attacks over its life cycle?		Implementation of general cybersecurity measures.		Compliance to cybersecurity standards (e.g. ISO 27k series, IEC 62443, ISO/SAE 21434, ETSI EN 303 645,... )

Regular review security measures and protocols.

Measures (including the ones taken during training  of AI system) are defined and transparently documented with the product.		Measures are defined and transparently documented with the product		Measures defined information can be retrieved by a defined interface		Measures partly defined and information can be retrieved by a defined process						None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.7				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Did you inform end-users of the duration of security coverage and updates? What length is the expected timeframe within which you provide security updates for the AI system?				Information is shipped with the product		Information can be obtained by a defined interface		Information  partially available and can be retrieved by a defined process								None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.8				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are technical documentations documented, including standards, that need to be applied by the AI system/application?				Yes												No				G						6		1



		R2		Robustness & Reliability in Operation																																G

		R2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the applied AI lifecycle management robust to changes in the operational domain?				Continuous model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering the full operational domain.		Continuous model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering key/important areas of the operational domain.		Regular model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering key/important areas of the operational domain.		Occasional model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) are carried out.		Occasional model monitoring and testing is carried out		Occasional testing is carried out.		None of the above				G						6		1		2		6				1

		R2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is a failure mitigation strategy for the AI-based system in place?		Is there a fail-safe strategy for the AI-based system in place?
Reaction of the system if parts of it are not working properly (such as sensors malfunctioning) or if the input data is either corrupted or contains noise. 
Presence of fall-back systems in case the AI-based system can not work properly anymore. e.g. broken/dirty lens/microphone, electromagnetic interference.		redundancy, 
fall back mechanisms (e.g. defaulting to a safe mode, kill-switch), 
alert system (end-user, provider, competent authority), 
fail-safe logging (i.e. black box) , 
secure failure (e.g. tamper protection, safe mode) and 
system restoration		redundancy,
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,


fail-safe logging,

secure failure		redundancy,
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




secure failure		
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




secure failure		
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




		
fall back mechanisms, 



basic alert system		None of the above				G						6		1
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				Value X																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Value Level



				X1		Indicator																																C		C

				X1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

				Observable				Yes												No				C						2		1		1		2

				X1.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

				Observable				Yes												No				A		x		Indicator is skipped		0		0



Fill in the grade of the observable you reach for this indicator

If this Indicator is skippable for your System, fill in a X; otherwise leave blank

Don´t fill anything here. 
This field is for error and status messages

Don´t fill anything here. These fields are generated by the inputs



Privacy

		Status:		11/30/21

		PRIVACY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		P1		Process for processing of data 																																G				6		G

		P1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Do you comply to the GDPR?				Yes												No				G						6		1		1		6				1



		P2		Protection of personal data (AI related)																																G

		P2.1		positive Anchor		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Which grade of anonymity has the used data?		How anonymous is the dataset, i.e. How much personal information can be inferred from the dataset(s).		It is justified, that no personal data exists in the dataset.		Dataset has been sanitised (removal of all data directly identifing a natural person) and anonymised.		dataset anonymised with state-of-the-art methods(e.g. k-anonymization, differential privacy, etc)		Pseudonymization						No measures taken				G						6		1		3		6				1

		P2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Did you assured that no personal data can be extracted from the AI System?		How does the AI system development and training, affect the privacy of the dataset. How much information can be inferred from the AI system/application as a result of the chosen development process? E.g. via model inversion, membership inference attack, etc.		Yes, it is assured that no personal data can be extracted and the approach taken is justified in a report.				It is jusitified, that personal data can only be extracted with high effort. 						Personal data can easily be extracted from the AI system. A public report explains to users which kind of data can be extracted and what the risk of extraction is.		No measures taken				G						6		1

		P2.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		What measure have you taken, to prevent attacks on the AI System and Application with the aim to inferred data/information?		Deployed/Live-system privacy preserving mechanism and privacy attack mitigation process		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Strict Access Control (no direct access to AI system or AI application for the user)

Penetration tests have been conducted
		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Access Control



Penetration tests have been conducted
		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Access Control		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.



				No measures taken				G						6		1



		P3		Consent-Process, Information and Influence for Users and affected Persons																																G

		P3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the privacy impact assessment presented in the consent process?		The assessment needs to include the following aspects:
What might be a concrete physical impacts when working with the system?
What kind of moral harm can be caused by such a system?
What could be material consequences of such a system?		Yes, individualized for different user groups				Yes, but in a general way								No				G						6		1		4		6				1

		P3.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the privacy impact assessment accessible for affected Persons?		 If there is a system that is allowed to take data from non-users due to a permission status (Erlaubnistatbeständes), can they still see the impact analysis?		Yes, individualized for different groups of affected persons				Yes, but in a general way								No				G						6		1

		P3.3		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Can affected persons review and rectify data concerning them?		If there is a system that is allowed to collect data from non-users due to a permission status (Erlaubnistatbeständes), can they still see what data has been collected from them and have the opportunity to correct it?		There is a possibility that allows affected persons to easily review and rectify data concerning them.

Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibilities are indicated
		There is a possibility for affected persons to review and rectify data concerning them on request.

Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibilities are indicated				No possibility to review or rectify data




Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibility are indicated		





Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.				No				G						6		1

		P3.4		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Design of the Consent-Process				The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons

Appropriate precautionary measures were taken regarding:
-users
- affected persons.

Privacy by default (opt-in for usage of personal data is needed) for:
-users 
- affected persons		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons

Appropriate precautionary measures were taken with regard to:
-users


Privacy by default (opt-in for usage of personal data is needed) for: 
-users		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.
				An examination has not taken place				G						6		1





Accountability

		Status:		11/30/21

		ACCOUNTABILITY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		A.1		Processes in life cycle to ensure accountability																																G				9		G

		A1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		How detailed is the process of data collection and management logged/recorded and how easily can relevant stakeholders access it?		Relevant stakeholders can for example be data users, product manager or competent authorities.

Logs/Records have to be stored for a reasonable time to allow  delayed analysis.		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person
3. relevant data preparation processing operations
(annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, aggregation, ...)
4. Recovery of data in every stage

Stakeholder access:
- easy, universal format		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person
3. relevant data preparation processing operations
(annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, aggregation, ...)
4. Recovery of data in every stage

Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person









Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities		There is no logging/recording, but details about origin of data are documented.









Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities						The data collection process is not logged or documented.				G						6		1		4		6				1

		A1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the development and training process logged/recorded?				Yes, comprehensive logging/recording  including the responsibilities is available, including:
1. operation in which the data was used and how they have been modified
2. version control of AI systems and the involved data
3. version restore/recovery of AI systems

and is available for all relevant stakeholders		Yes, comprehensive logging/recording  including the responsibilities is available, including:
1. operation in which the data was used and how they have been modified
2. version control of AI systems and the involved data




and is available for all relevant stakeholders		No logging/recording  available, but a general description of the development and training process including responsibilities is provided for all relevant stakeholders.		No logging/recording , but a general description of the development and training process is provided 						There is no logging and information about the process				G						6		1

		A1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the traceability of the system-composition (including soft- and hardware-composition and components) guaranteed?		Software-components can be:
- AI modell
- AI system
- AI application
Hardware-components can be:
- …		There is sufficient information about the system available:
- to easily reconstruct the composition of the system
- at every time in its lifecycle		There is sufficient information about the system available:
- to easily reconstruct the composition of the system
- at major inflection points (releases, gates) in its lifecycle		There is sufficient information about the system available to:
- reconstruct the composition of the system with additional efforts		There is not enough information to reconstruct the composition of the system.						No.				G						6		1

		A1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are systems with a learning component monitored  in their interaction with their environment throughout the runtime?    		Learning systems, which adapt their behaviour during their use should have additional monitoring applications that track the changes in the system and highlight how the evolving systems differ from the original one. 		Yes, the learning process is monitored:
- Logging of input-output behaviour is available for a defined period
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)

If required, the information can be adequately prepared and made available to the relevant stakeholders.		Yes, the learning process is monitored:
- Logging of input-output behaviour is available for a defined period
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)		The learning process will be logged, but reviewed only at infrequent intervals
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)						The learning process will be logged, but review is not planned.		There is no logging or monitoring of the learning process.				G						6		1

																						A

		A.2		Corporate/institutional liability
(retrospective)																																G

		A2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Is there a defined channel for giving feedback and obtain information about system characteristics?		Information and explanations about theses that can be received:
- A1.4 - Interactions of learning Systems with the environment 
- F1.2 - Target Groups
- F1.3 - Marginalised Groups
- F1.7 - Bias
- R1.1 - ODD and Intended Use
- R1.5 - Risk and potential harms
- T3.3  - User Interface 
- T3.4  - Explanations for affected persons		Yes, there is an instance that:
-  has enough Information and power to give individualized Information 
- can enforce reviews of system characteristics		Yes, there is an instance that:
- has enough Information and power to give individualized Information 		Yes, but only standardized Information can be given								No				G						6		1		2		6				1

		A2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		How "easy" is the access to the feedback channels?				Everyone with a justified interest can contact the feedback channel and receives direct feedback		Only users can contact the feedback channels		Access is only possible when fulfilling certain requirements:
 e.g. additional payment or only at predefined points during the lifecycle 						Only for the competent authorities		No				G						6		1



		A.3		Responsible Human Oversight																																G

		A3.1		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if not HIC -
Human in Command (Control):
Is the user expertise needed to judge the results of the AI system to avoid overconfidence defined?				The level of expertise required for a human user to understand and judge the system's recommendations, given the data and body of knowledge in the field, is documented and  appropriate with regard to the intended purpose 		The level of expertise that is required by a human operator to  check the plausibility of the recommendations of the system given the data and the body of knowledge of that domain are documented.		The expertise that is required by a human operator to work successfully with the system are documented.		The level of expertise is not specified but describtions about it can be requested and obtained.						No measures have been taken				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0		2		15				1

		A3.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if not HIC -
Human in Command (Control):
Which effort is needed to understand and interact with the AI system?
(depending on the application context )				The inteded user understands the actions of the AI system/application with no effort and knows how to interact with it immediately		The inteded user understands the actions of the AI system/application with little effort and knows how to interact with it after a short time period.		Guided introduction of the AI system/application is needed		Extended training is needed						Extended training and a prior knowledge in the application context of the AI system is needed				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0

		A3.3		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HITL - 
Human in the Loop:
Which measures are taken to ensure that the AI system does not affect human autonomy by interfering with the operator’s decision-making process in an unintended way?				The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented and the interfaces is designed to allow the operator to easily understand and influence the decision process.  
Proposal of the system and human decision are documented.		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented and the interfaces is designed to allow the operator to influence the decision process		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented in a way that allows auditing.		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented.						None of the above				G						6		1

		A3.4		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HITL - 
Human in the Loop: 
Is the human takeover of the system designed so that the user understands the current state of the system and can therefore take over quickly?				The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has been tested within the full operations envelope of the system and properly documents		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has been tested and documented in the main modes of operation		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has only been tested sporadically		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover was not tested.						System was not designed and has not been tested regarding the handover to a human operator.				G						6		1

		A3.6		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HOL - 
Human on the Loop:
Does the system makes the decision parameters transparent and allows post-hoc changes?				Decision parameters are well documented and transparent. 

There is a process and tools in place that allow documentation and ex-post explanation of decisions taken by the system. Process parameters can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Decision parameters are well documented and transparent. 

Decisions taken by the system are well documented. 
Process parameters can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Decision parameters are transparent and can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Process in place to change decision parameters by developer						No				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0





Fairness

		Status:		11/29/21

		FAIRNESS																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		F1		Assuring fairness during development																																G				6		G

		F1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are all entities impacted and/or influenced by the system considered?		Considers the impact on the environment in which the system is to be used, including the human agency concept, implementation in the socio-technical system,…		Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
2. affected by the deployment of this system (2nd order network effects)
3. entities within the broader social-technical system it operates within		Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
2. affected by the deployment of this system (2nd order network effects)
				Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
						No				G						6		1		7		6				1

		F1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are target groups defined?		Important characteristics to define different target groups: 
- Demography (age, income, family size, family status, gender, education,…)
- Geography (residence, origin,…)		Yes, all of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided
3. including additional target groups that arise from reasonably unforeseen misuses		Yes, all of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided		Yes, most of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided		Yes, some of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified						No				G						6		1

		F1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are there marginalised entities within the target group and does risk arise for them being marginalised?				Yes, 
1. A research to identify all marginalised groups/entities is carried out
2. All risk that arises from any of the groups being marginalised are detailed and justified 
3. The marginalised groups/entities are involved in the development process		Yes, 
1. A research to identify all marginalised groups/entities is carried out
2. All risk that arises from any of the groups being marginalised are detailed and justified 
		Yes, 
1. A research to identify all affected marginalised groups/entities is carried out
								No				G						6		1

		F1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is there a commitment to a fairness definition that considers F1.2 and F1.3.?				A fairness definition is defined and provided in collaboration with the target group and marginalised entities/groups.
There is a commitment to considering it throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.

There is a commitment to a process to validate and ensure the integrity of the fairness criteria throughout the life cycle of the AI system.

Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.







There is a commitment to a process to validate and ensure the integrity of the fairness criteria throughout the life cycle of the AI system.

Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.














Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered within the development process.		A fairness definition is provided.				No				G						6		1

		F1.5				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are metrics to track/evaluate fairness with respect to F1.2 and F1.4 in place?		Typical fairness metrics are e.g.:
Statistical parity, equal distribution of false negatives, equal distribution of false positives, decision between group fairness or individual fairness, fairness through unawareness, equality of opportunity.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.


These metrics have been developed in collaboration with the target group and the marginalised users/entities.

The metrics are well documented and transparent to the public		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.


These metrics have been developed in collaboration with the target group and the marginalised users/entities.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place.		A metric to measure and track fairness is in place.				No				G						6		1

		F1.7				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Has the data been analysed for potential harmful, unintended biases with regard to  F1.4 and F1.5? 				A datasheet is provided. It documents which data sources have been assessed and with which methods in order to identify biases that might bring harm or risk. 

The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk. It also states why the actions taken are reasonable in relation to the selected fairness metric. The documentation is released to the public.

The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		A datasheet is provided. It documents which data sources have been assessed and with which methods in order to identify biases that might bring harm or risk. 

The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk.
The documentation is released to the public.





The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		A datasheet is provided. The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk.














The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		


















The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		The data has been analysed for the most common and easily identifiable biases. This has been documented and considered with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		
		No				G						6		1

		F1.8				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Have trade-offs between fairness and other objectives been identified, assessed and justified? 		Identification, assessment and justification according to the target group and marginalised users/entities.
Possible objectives can be performance or privacy.		Trade-offs have been identified and documented in collaboration with the target group and marginalised groups. 

Consideration of how to balance any trade-off involved  collaboration with or are based on the feedback of the target group and marginalised  groups.

This process is well documented and accessible to the target group and marginalised groups		Trade-offs have been identified and documented in collaboration with the target group and marginalised groups. 

Consideration of how to balance any trade-off involved  collaboration with or are based on the feedback of the target group and marginalised groups.				Trade-offs have been identified and document in collaboration with the target group and marginalised users/entities. 		Trade-offs have been identified and document. 				No				G						6		1



		F2		Working and Supply Chain Conditions																																G

		F2.1		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if no external participation
Are the working conditions of external persons involved in the labelling process evaluated?		Minimal safety and worker protection standards and standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation in place at the facility providing click work are covered by the Supply Chain Act, for example. 		Yes, the following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  
- click work-specific working conditions (diversification of tasks, potential emotional/psychological dangers from explicit material)

The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		Yes, the following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  








The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		Yes, one of the two following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  







The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		
















The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		






















It is published, that external persons are involved.		
		No, there is no evaluation or documentation				G						6		1		2		6				1

		F2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the supply chain monitored to evaluate working conditions and to prevent human rights violation and child labour? 		Examples for legal requirements:
- German Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains
- EU Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains		Yes, the supply chain is consequently monitored due to existing legal requirements or similar obligations.				The suppliers are reviewed once. There is a company specific policy to handle violations. 		The suppliers are reviewed once.						No				G						6		1



		F3		 Ecological Sustain Development																																G

		F3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are data centres or servers,which are used for developing, supplied with renewable energy?		Renewable energy includes solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, biomass  and marine energy. Climate positivity can be reached through e.g. carbon offsetting or reuse of excess energy for heating.		Yes, at least 99% and the data centres are climate positive		Yes, at least 99 %		In part, at least 80%		In part, at least 60%		In part, at least 40%		In part, at least 20%		Less than 20 %				G						6		1		3		6				1

		F3.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is a report available detailing of energy consumption during training of the AI system?		The report has to include a calculation or estimates of energy consumption and carbon emissions of all system components or the system overall, measures for carbon offsetting or energy reuse, a description of other ecological impact incl. directly resulting waste generation, an explanation of the process of consideration between its ecological impact (incl. energy consumption) and other factors (e.g. accuracy), and an explanation of why the chosen AI model is used with regards to its ecological sustainability.		Yes, and this report was published before or during launch of the system with estimates and was updated after the launch with actual energy use calculations.		Yes, and this report was published after the system was already in use		Yes,  and this report was published before or during launch of the system with estimates				A report was written but is only available internally				No				G						6		1

		F3.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		How is the disposal of electronic waste processed?		Does not include the waste generated by the user		It is ensured that electronic waste is recycled as far as possible and not exported to risk areas (including Supply Chain)		It is ensured that electronic waste is recycled as far as possible and not exported to risk areas (just for electronics that are in control of the organisation)										There is no detailed knowledge				G						6		1







Changelog: Veröffentlichung der Fairness Definition an alle bei A, B, C
Hier ist kein IP bedroht.

Veröffentlichung der Metrik, also des Handlungsrahmens, aber nicht der Überprüfung dieser Metrik an alle bei A.

Hier lässt sich natürlich darüber streiten, warum nur bei A und nicht wie davor auch bei B und C.

Man könnte aber auch den zweiten Absatz bei B streichen und dafür die Veröffentlichung dazu nehmen.


Die Wissenschaftsgruppe hatte hier auch eine Veröffentlichung gefordert.
Hier könnte theoretisch IP bedroht sein. 
Wie ist eure Meinung hierzu?



Transparency

		Status:		11/29/21

		TRANSPARENCY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		T1		Documentation of data sets																																G				6		G

		T1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the data’s origin documented?		Established structered notations like "datasheets for datasets" are recommended here.		Yes, with structured datasheets, including detailed information on:
- data handling 
- data collector
- data collection method		Yes, with structured datasheets including detailed information on:
- data handling 
- data collector
- data collection method
containing few (not all) information		Yes, information is collected on:
- data collection method
- data handling 
- data collector
containing few or missing information without structured datasheets		Only general information on the data's origin is documented						No				G						6		1		2		6				1

		T1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the characteristics of data sets analysed and documented?		Explorativ question. Related to R1.2 and F1.7.
Characteristics of data sets are:
- fit to operational domain
- amount of data points in relationship to the domain
- individual or perturbated data points
- potential for bias
- analysis for potential proxies
		Yes,  structured information about the characteristics of data sets, including all mentioned characteristics are provided.		Yes, structured information about the characteristics of data sets, including all mentioned characteristics, are provided
only some contain few or missing information.		Yes, structured information about the characteristics of data sets are provided,
but not covering all mentioned characteristics		Yes,  some not-structured information about the characteristics of data sets are provided.						None				G						6		1



		T2		Documentation about the AI systems operation																		A														G

		T2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the characteristics of the AI system(s)  documented?		Characteristics of AI system(s) are:
- architecture or model graph (Num of layers,  Parameters, connectivity input-output dimensions)
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision (e.g. 8/16/32-bit)		Yes, characteristics are documented, including:
- architecture or model graph
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision

If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.				Yes, characteristics are documented, including:
- architecture or model graph
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision

The documentation is available for the competent authorities, but nor for all relevant stakeholder		Yes, some characteristics are documented.						No 				G						6		1		2		6				1

		T2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Are the characteristics of the AI Application documented?		Characteristics of AI application are:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method (e.g. online/ offline/ …)
- System architecture
- Flow of information		Yes,  characteristics are documented, including:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method
- System architecture
- Flow of information

If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.		Yes,  characteristics are documented, including:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method



If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.		Yes, characteristics are documented, but they are not available to all relevant stakeholders.								No 				G						6		1

																						A

		T3		 Intelligibility																																G

		T3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Have the most intelligible AI models/systems been selected that can fulfil the application purpose?		Aspects of the justification:
- performance
- efficiency
- simplicity
- intelligibility
- locally / globally interpretable		Yes, the AI system and application approach has been evaluated, documented and justified. The most intelligible model from this analysis has been used.

This evaluation is open to the public		No, but the AI system was evaluated regarding interpretability.






This evaluation is open to the public.				No, but the AI system was evaluated regarding interpretability.

This evaluation is open to the competent authorities.						No, the AI system (architecture) has not been evaluated  				G						6		1		4		6				1

		T3.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		What degree of explainability including a regarding documentation is provided? 		Definition of local and global explainability is in the glossary		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available and the AI application is globally interpretable.		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available and the AI application is locally interpretable.		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available. It allows to extract the most relevant features and roughly represent their interrelationships and interactions.		The modes of interpretability are available, but can only be used/understood post hoc by experts 		The modes of interpretability need to be adjusted ex post to the individual model and use by experts  		The model is only theoretically comprehensible 		There are no known modes of interpretability 				G						6		1

		T3.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the interface of the AI system/application designed in a way that adequatly informs the user groups about the outcomes and mechanisms? 		User-oriented: 
The interface/interaction with the system should be designed in such a way that the user-groups understand the procedures and outcomes. The understanding depends on the relevant Information neccesary to adequatly to fullfill their task.		Yes, the interface of the system is based on the feedback of the users-groups and affected persons, e.g.:
- user and affected person group analysis 
- tested with the user-group. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, the interface of the system is based on the feedback of specific target users, e.g.:
- user and affected person group analysis 
- tested with the user-group. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, but without participation of the target groups 		Yes, but the modes or interpretability are only specific for one target group 						No, the modes of interpretability are not target-group specific 				G						6		1

		T3.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the explanations of the AI system/application outcome designed in a way that adequatly informs the affected persons?		Affected Persons oriented: 
The explanations of the system should be designed in such a way that the affected persons understand the procedures and outcomes. The understanding depends on the relevant Information neccesary to understand the effects to them.		Yes, the explanations of the system is based on the feedback of the affected persons, e.g.:
- affected person groups analysis 
- tested with the affected person-groups. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, the explanations of the system is based on the feedback of specific affected person groups, e.g.:
- affected person-groups analysis 
- tested with the affected person groups. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, but without participation of the affected persons 		Yes, but the modes or interpretability are only specific for one affected persons group 						No, the modes of interpretability are not affected person group specific 				G						6		1																		

tc={F8C495AB-854A-4C81-A0DD-8D29D1933E42}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    target group ist definiert als Nutzer und betroffene Personen



		T4		Accessibility (outside of relevant authorities)																																G

		T4.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		 Who has access to the AI System and the AI application?		If an NDA is used in this context, It must not prevent the publication of conslusions drawn from access and analysis of the data, the right to analyse the data freely and fully as well as partly publication of single data points or database entries als illustrations for conclusions.		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
				Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1		4		6				1

		T4.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who has access to the datasets?		If an NDA is used in this context, It must not prevent the publication of conslusions drawn from access and analysis of the data, the right to analyse the data freely and fully as well as partly publication of single data points or database entries als illustrations for conclusions.		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
				Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1

		T4.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who has access to the documentation regarding the AI system/application and its data?		Documentation from T1.1 and T1.2., including a short description of the operational domain.		Everyone		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
		Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1

		T4.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who can see which data attributes (including pre-processing) were used as an input for the AI system/application to generate its output?		This refers only to the name/label and not to the individual content of the data attribute.		Everyone		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
		Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1









Reliability

		Status:		12/1/21

		RELIABILITY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		R1		Robustness & Reliability qua Design																																G				6		G

		R1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the operational design domain of the AI system/application clearly defined and documented?		The Operational Design Domain (ODD) describes the conditions and environment an AI system/application is intended to operate within, and reasonably expected to encounter. This ODD should be described accurately and in enough detail such that the environment and boundaries of operation are clear. The user and stakeholders should be able to easily deduce from this whether the planned/intended use of an AI system is within the scope of the ODD.		A onthologically complete, structured and detailed description of the :
- operational design domain
- and the intended use cases
These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies
- all additional stakeholders
		A onthologically complete, structured and detailed description of the 
- operational design domain and 
- the intended use cases 

These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies.		A description of the:
- operational design domain 
- and the intended use cases



These are published and  well understood by:
 - the users of the AI system, 
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies.		A description of the:
- operational design domain 
- and the intended use cases 



These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system.		A description of the:
- the intended use cases






These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system.				No				G						6		1		8		6				1

		R1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Was ensured, that the quality and quantity of the data fit to the intended purpose and Operational Design Domain?				Documentation of which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
- compatibility of Training data with the operational design domain
- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
with regard to the intended purpose and Operational Design Domain of the AI System		Documentation of which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
- compatibility of Training data with the operational design domain
- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
				Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the Labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance



- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
		Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the Labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
		Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- data format
		No				G						6		1

		R1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Was the quality of the development of the AI systems ensured?				Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
- The testing strategy.

Live testing that covers the ODD and reasonably foreseen situations of the OD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
- The testing strategy.

Live testing that covers the ODD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric- The testing strategy.

(Virtual) Testing inside the ODD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 


(Virtual) Testing inside the ODD has been performed
		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
		Justification of the approach and models used.
		no				G						6		1

		R1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		 Is the system robust against varying environments (i.e. distribution shift) and outliers?		Varying environments can influence the Performance of an AI system. The system needs to be able to detect varying environments to adapt his behaviour. flawed data = data that is influenced by a statistical or non statistical disturbance or malfunction.
E.g. Rain, Dust, Lense effects, Noise 		System must be able to gracefully track and monitor changes in the operational environment. It must offer mechanisms to adapt to observed changes in the operational design domain.		Relaxation of Grade A: reasonably adhere to changes in the operational design domain		Yes, but only in a subdomain								No				G						6		1

		R1.5				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are all possible risks assesed and the harms the system could have classified (e.g. life and health, violation of rights etc.)?				All risks are transparent, well documented with the product and made available to customers		All risks are transparent and can be obtained by a defined interface.		Main risks are identified and can be retrieved by a defined process								None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.6				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Are measures in place to ensure the integrity, robustness and overall security of the AI system/application against potential attacks over its life cycle?		Implementation of general cybersecurity measures.		Compliance to cybersecurity standards (e.g. ISO 27k series, IEC 62443, ISO/SAE 21434, ETSI EN 303 645,... )

Regular review security measures and protocols.

Measures (including the ones taken during training  of AI system) are defined and transparently documented with the product.		Measures are defined and transparently documented with the product		Measures defined information can be retrieved by a defined interface		Measures partly defined and information can be retrieved by a defined process						None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.7				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Did you inform end-users of the duration of security coverage and updates? What length is the expected timeframe within which you provide security updates for the AI system?				Information is shipped with the product		Information can be obtained by a defined interface		Information  partially available and can be retrieved by a defined process								None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.8				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are technical documentations documented, including standards, that need to be applied by the AI system/application?				Yes												No				G						6		1



		R2		Robustness & Reliability in Operation																																G

		R2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the applied AI lifecycle management robust to changes in the operational domain?				Continuous model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering the full operational domain.		Continuous model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering key/important areas of the operational domain.		Regular model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering key/important areas of the operational domain.		Occasional model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) are carried out.		Occasional model monitoring and testing is carried out		Occasional testing is carried out.		None of the above				G						6		1		2		6				1

		R2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is a failure mitigation strategy for the AI-based system in place?		Is there a fail-safe strategy for the AI-based system in place?
Reaction of the system if parts of it are not working properly (such as sensors malfunctioning) or if the input data is either corrupted or contains noise. 
Presence of fall-back systems in case the AI-based system can not work properly anymore. e.g. broken/dirty lens/microphone, electromagnetic interference.		redundancy, 
fall back mechanisms (e.g. defaulting to a safe mode, kill-switch), 
alert system (end-user, provider, competent authority), 
fail-safe logging (i.e. black box) , 
secure failure (e.g. tamper protection, safe mode) and 
system restoration		redundancy,
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,


fail-safe logging,

secure failure		redundancy,
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




secure failure		
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




secure failure		
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




		
fall back mechanisms, 



basic alert system		None of the above				G						6		1
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How to





				Value X																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Value Level



				X1		Indicator																																C		C

				X1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

				Observable				Yes												No				C						2		1		1		2

				X1.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

				Observable				Yes												No				A		x		Indicator is skipped		0		0



Fill in the grade of the observable you reach for this indicator

If this Indicator is skippable for your System, fill in a X; otherwise leave blank

Don´t fill anything here. 
This field is for error and status messages

Don´t fill anything here. These fields are generated by the inputs



Privacy

		Status:		11/30/21

		PRIVACY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		P1		Process for processing of data 																																G				6		G

		P1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Do you comply to the GDPR?				Yes												No				G						6		1		1		6				1



		P2		Protection of personal data (AI related)																																G

		P2.1		positive Anchor		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Which grade of anonymity has the used data?		How anonymous is the dataset, i.e. How much personal information can be inferred from the dataset(s).		It is justified, that no personal data exists in the dataset.		Dataset has been sanitised (removal of all data directly identifing a natural person) and anonymised.		dataset anonymised with state-of-the-art methods(e.g. k-anonymization, differential privacy, etc)		Pseudonymization						No measures taken				G						6		1		3		6				1

		P2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Did you assured that no personal data can be extracted from the AI System?		How does the AI system development and training, affect the privacy of the dataset. How much information can be inferred from the AI system/application as a result of the chosen development process? E.g. via model inversion, membership inference attack, etc.		Yes, it is assured that no personal data can be extracted and the approach taken is justified in a report.				It is jusitified, that personal data can only be extracted with high effort. 						Personal data can easily be extracted from the AI system. A public report explains to users which kind of data can be extracted and what the risk of extraction is.		No measures taken				G						6		1

		P2.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		What measure have you taken, to prevent attacks on the AI System and Application with the aim to inferred data/information?		Deployed/Live-system privacy preserving mechanism and privacy attack mitigation process		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Strict Access Control (no direct access to AI system or AI application for the user)

Penetration tests have been conducted
		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Access Control



Penetration tests have been conducted
		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

Access Control		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.
Countermeasures to mitigate the risks.

		Analysis of the potential attacks
Evaluation of the possible risk.



				No measures taken				G						6		1



		P3		Consent-Process, Information and Influence for Users and affected Persons																																G

		P3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the privacy impact assessment presented in the consent process?		The assessment needs to include the following aspects:
What might be a concrete physical impacts when working with the system?
What kind of moral harm can be caused by such a system?
What could be material consequences of such a system?		Yes, individualized for different user groups				Yes, but in a general way								No				G						6		1		4		6				1

		P3.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the privacy impact assessment accessible for affected Persons?		 If there is a system that is allowed to take data from non-users due to a permission status (Erlaubnistatbeständes), can they still see the impact analysis?		Yes, individualized for different groups of affected persons				Yes, but in a general way								No				G						6		1

		P3.3		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Can affected persons review and rectify data concerning them?		If there is a system that is allowed to collect data from non-users due to a permission status (Erlaubnistatbeständes), can they still see what data has been collected from them and have the opportunity to correct it?		There is a possibility that allows affected persons to easily review and rectify data concerning them.

Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibilities are indicated
		There is a possibility for affected persons to review and rectify data concerning them on request.

Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibilities are indicated				No possibility to review or rectify data




Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.

Contact possibility are indicated		





Appropriate information (e.g. sign) that data is collected is available.				No				G						6		1

		P3.4		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Design of the Consent-Process				The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons

Appropriate precautionary measures were taken regarding:
-users
- affected persons.

Privacy by default (opt-in for usage of personal data is needed) for:
-users 
- affected persons		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons

Appropriate precautionary measures were taken with regard to:
-users


Privacy by default (opt-in for usage of personal data is needed) for: 
-users		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
- affected persons		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.

The effects were communicated to:
- users 
		The consent process was examined and identified for possible nudging or persuasive computing effects from a psychological and sociological perspective.
				An examination has not taken place				G						6		1





Accountability

		Status:		11/30/21

		ACCOUNTABILITY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		A.1		Processes in life cycle to ensure accountability																																G				9		G

		A1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		How detailed is the process of data collection and management logged/recorded and how easily can relevant stakeholders access it?		Relevant stakeholders can for example be data users, product manager or competent authorities.

Logs/Records have to be stored for a reasonable time to allow  delayed analysis.		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person
3. relevant data preparation processing operations
(annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, aggregation, ...)
4. Recovery of data in every stage

Stakeholder access:
- easy, universal format		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person
3. relevant data preparation processing operations
(annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, aggregation, ...)
4. Recovery of data in every stage

Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities		Logging/Records includes:
1. origin of data
2. responsible person









Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities		There is no logging/recording, but details about origin of data are documented.









Stakeholder access:
-  In an unstructured and not clearly/prepared form
- only for competent authorities						The data collection process is not logged or documented.				G						6		1		4		6				1

		A1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the development and training process logged/recorded?				Yes, comprehensive logging/recording  including the responsibilities is available, including:
1. operation in which the data was used and how they have been modified
2. version control of AI systems and the involved data
3. version restore/recovery of AI systems

and is available for all relevant stakeholders		Yes, comprehensive logging/recording  including the responsibilities is available, including:
1. operation in which the data was used and how they have been modified
2. version control of AI systems and the involved data




and is available for all relevant stakeholders		No logging/recording  available, but a general description of the development and training process including responsibilities is provided for all relevant stakeholders.		No logging/recording , but a general description of the development and training process is provided 						There is no logging and information about the process				G						6		1

		A1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the traceability of the system-composition (including soft- and hardware-composition and components) guaranteed?		Software-components can be:
- AI modell
- AI system
- AI application
Hardware-components can be:
- …		There is sufficient information about the system available:
- to easily reconstruct the composition of the system
- at every time in its lifecycle		There is sufficient information about the system available:
- to easily reconstruct the composition of the system
- at major inflection points (releases, gates) in its lifecycle		There is sufficient information about the system available to:
- reconstruct the composition of the system with additional efforts		There is not enough information to reconstruct the composition of the system.						No.				G						6		1

		A1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are systems with a learning component monitored  in their interaction with their environment throughout the runtime?    		Learning systems, which adapt their behaviour during their use should have additional monitoring applications that track the changes in the system and highlight how the evolving systems differ from the original one. 		Yes, the learning process is monitored:
- Logging of input-output behaviour is available for a defined period
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)

If required, the information can be adequately prepared and made available to the relevant stakeholders.		Yes, the learning process is monitored:
- Logging of input-output behaviour is available for a defined period
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)		The learning process will be logged, but reviewed only at infrequent intervals
- Misuse is detected and reported
- Concept Drift and Data Drift is detected and reported (e.g. changing operational domain properties)						The learning process will be logged, but review is not planned.		There is no logging or monitoring of the learning process.				G						6		1

																						A

		A.2		Corporate/institutional liability
(retrospective)																																G

		A2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Is there a defined channel for giving feedback and obtain information about system characteristics?		Information and explanations about theses that can be received:
- A1.4 - Interactions of learning Systems with the environment 
- F1.2 - Target Groups
- F1.3 - Marginalised Groups
- F1.7 - Bias
- R1.1 - ODD and Intended Use
- R1.5 - Risk and potential harms
- T3.3  - User Interface 
- T3.4  - Explanations for affected persons		Yes, there is an instance that:
-  has enough Information and power to give individualized Information 
- can enforce reviews of system characteristics		Yes, there is an instance that:
- has enough Information and power to give individualized Information 		Yes, but only standardized Information can be given								No				G						6		1		2		6				1

		A2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		How "easy" is the access to the feedback channels?				Everyone with a justified interest can contact the feedback channel and receives direct feedback		Only users can contact the feedback channels		Access is only possible when fulfilling certain requirements:
 e.g. additional payment or only at predefined points during the lifecycle 						Only for the competent authorities		No				G						6		1



		A.3		Responsible Human Oversight																																G

		A3.1		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if not HIC -
Human in Command (Control):
Is the user expertise needed to judge the results of the AI system to avoid overconfidence defined?				The level of expertise required for a human user to understand and judge the system's recommendations, given the data and body of knowledge in the field, is documented and  appropriate with regard to the intended purpose 		The level of expertise that is required by a human operator to  check the plausibility of the recommendations of the system given the data and the body of knowledge of that domain are documented.		The expertise that is required by a human operator to work successfully with the system are documented.		The level of expertise is not specified but describtions about it can be requested and obtained.						No measures have been taken				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0		2		15				1

		A3.2		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if not HIC -
Human in Command (Control):
Which effort is needed to understand and interact with the AI system?
(depending on the application context )				The inteded user understands the actions of the AI system/application with no effort and knows how to interact with it immediately		The inteded user understands the actions of the AI system/application with little effort and knows how to interact with it after a short time period.		Guided introduction of the AI system/application is needed		Extended training is needed						Extended training and a prior knowledge in the application context of the AI system is needed				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0

		A3.3		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HITL - 
Human in the Loop:
Which measures are taken to ensure that the AI system does not affect human autonomy by interfering with the operator’s decision-making process in an unintended way?				The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented and the interfaces is designed to allow the operator to easily understand and influence the decision process.  
Proposal of the system and human decision are documented.		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented and the interfaces is designed to allow the operator to influence the decision process		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented in a way that allows auditing.		The level of human control and involvement in the decision is documented.						None of the above				G						6		1

		A3.4		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HITL - 
Human in the Loop: 
Is the human takeover of the system designed so that the user understands the current state of the system and can therefore take over quickly?				The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has been tested within the full operations envelope of the system and properly documents		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has been tested and documented in the main modes of operation		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover has only been tested sporadically		The system has been designed in a way that a seamless handover to a human operator is always possible. This handover was not tested.						System was not designed and has not been tested regarding the handover to a human operator.				G						6		1

		A3.6		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		
Skippable if not HOL - 
Human on the Loop:
Does the system makes the decision parameters transparent and allows post-hoc changes?				Decision parameters are well documented and transparent. 

There is a process and tools in place that allow documentation and ex-post explanation of decisions taken by the system. Process parameters can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Decision parameters are well documented and transparent. 

Decisions taken by the system are well documented. 
Process parameters can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Decision parameters are transparent and can be changed (System can be retrained by customer).		Process in place to change decision parameters by developer						No				G		x		Indicator is skipped		6		0





Fairness

		Status:		11/29/21

		FAIRNESS																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		F1		Assuring fairness during development																																G				6		G

		F1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are all entities impacted and/or influenced by the system considered?		Considers the impact on the environment in which the system is to be used, including the human agency concept, implementation in the socio-technical system,…		Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
2. affected by the deployment of this system (2nd order network effects)
3. entities within the broader social-technical system it operates within		Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
2. affected by the deployment of this system (2nd order network effects)
				Yes, entities are considered that:
1. directly interface with the AI system
(1st order network effects)
						No				G						6		1		7		6				1

		F1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are target groups defined?		Important characteristics to define different target groups: 
- Demography (age, income, family size, family status, gender, education,…)
- Geography (residence, origin,…)		Yes, all of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided
3. including additional target groups that arise from reasonably unforeseen misuses		Yes, all of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided		Yes, most of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified
2. and a justification for the selection is provided		Yes, some of
1. the target groups, entities and users are identified						No				G						6		1

		F1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are there marginalised entities within the target group and does risk arise for them being marginalised?				Yes, 
1. A research to identify all marginalised groups/entities is carried out
2. All risk that arises from any of the groups being marginalised are detailed and justified 
3. The marginalised groups/entities are involved in the development process		Yes, 
1. A research to identify all marginalised groups/entities is carried out
2. All risk that arises from any of the groups being marginalised are detailed and justified 
		Yes, 
1. A research to identify all affected marginalised groups/entities is carried out
								No				G						6		1

		F1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is there a commitment to a fairness definition that considers F1.2 and F1.3.?				A fairness definition is defined and provided in collaboration with the target group and marginalised entities/groups.
There is a commitment to considering it throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.

There is a commitment to a process to validate and ensure the integrity of the fairness criteria throughout the life cycle of the AI system.

Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.







There is a commitment to a process to validate and ensure the integrity of the fairness criteria throughout the life cycle of the AI system.

Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered throughout the lifecycle of the AI system.














Easy access and transparency to the fairness definition and criteria is provided to the public, including justification for the definition and process.		A fairness definition is provided and considered within the development process.		A fairness definition is provided.				No				G						6		1

		F1.5				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are metrics to track/evaluate fairness with respect to F1.2 and F1.4 in place?		Typical fairness metrics are e.g.:
Statistical parity, equal distribution of false negatives, equal distribution of false positives, decision between group fairness or individual fairness, fairness through unawareness, equality of opportunity.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.


These metrics have been developed in collaboration with the target group and the marginalised users/entities.

The metrics are well documented and transparent to the public		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.


These metrics have been developed in collaboration with the target group and the marginalised users/entities.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place, that completely align with the fairness definition and criteria throughout the whole lifecycle of the AI system.		Several metrics to measure and track fairness are in place.		A metric to measure and track fairness is in place.				No				G						6		1

		F1.7				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Has the data been analysed for potential harmful, unintended biases with regard to  F1.4 and F1.5? 				A datasheet is provided. It documents which data sources have been assessed and with which methods in order to identify biases that might bring harm or risk. 

The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk. It also states why the actions taken are reasonable in relation to the selected fairness metric. The documentation is released to the public.

The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		A datasheet is provided. It documents which data sources have been assessed and with which methods in order to identify biases that might bring harm or risk. 

The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk.
The documentation is released to the public.





The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		A datasheet is provided. The documentation covers the objectives and measures taken to avoid harm and risk.














The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		


















The nature of the bias has been ascertained. It was considered and assessed with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		The data has been analysed for the most common and easily identifiable biases. This has been documented and considered with respect to the fairness definition and criteria.		
		No				G						6		1

		F1.8				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Have trade-offs between fairness and other objectives been identified, assessed and justified? 		Identification, assessment and justification according to the target group and marginalised users/entities.
Possible objectives can be performance or privacy.		Trade-offs have been identified and documented in collaboration with the target group and marginalised groups. 

Consideration of how to balance any trade-off involved  collaboration with or are based on the feedback of the target group and marginalised  groups.

This process is well documented and accessible to the target group and marginalised groups		Trade-offs have been identified and documented in collaboration with the target group and marginalised groups. 

Consideration of how to balance any trade-off involved  collaboration with or are based on the feedback of the target group and marginalised groups.				Trade-offs have been identified and document in collaboration with the target group and marginalised users/entities. 		Trade-offs have been identified and document. 				No				G						6		1



		F2		Working and Supply Chain Conditions																																G

		F2.1		Skippable		A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Skippable if no external participation
Are the working conditions of external persons involved in the labelling process evaluated?		Minimal safety and worker protection standards and standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation in place at the facility providing click work are covered by the Supply Chain Act, for example. 		Yes, the following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  
- click work-specific working conditions (diversification of tasks, potential emotional/psychological dangers from explicit material)

The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		Yes, the following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  








The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		Yes, one of the two following conditions are evaluated:
- minimal safety and worker protection standards
- minimal standards regarding social security and protection from exploitation  







The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		
















The datasets (e.g. datasheet) contain information about labelling (click working) process.

It is published, that external persons are involved.		






















It is published, that external persons are involved.		
		No, there is no evaluation or documentation				G						6		1		2		6				1

		F2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the supply chain monitored to evaluate working conditions and to prevent human rights violation and child labour? 		Examples for legal requirements:
- German Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains
- EU Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in Supply Chains		Yes, the supply chain is consequently monitored due to existing legal requirements or similar obligations.				The suppliers are reviewed once. There is a company specific policy to handle violations. 		The suppliers are reviewed once.						No				G						6		1



		F3		 Ecological Sustain Development																																G

		F3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are data centres or servers,which are used for developing, supplied with renewable energy?		Renewable energy includes solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, biomass  and marine energy. Climate positivity can be reached through e.g. carbon offsetting or reuse of excess energy for heating.		Yes, at least 99% and the data centres are climate positive		Yes, at least 99 %		In part, at least 80%		In part, at least 60%		In part, at least 40%		In part, at least 20%		Less than 20 %				G						6		1		3		6				1

		F3.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is a report available detailing of energy consumption during training of the AI system?		The report has to include a calculation or estimates of energy consumption and carbon emissions of all system components or the system overall, measures for carbon offsetting or energy reuse, a description of other ecological impact incl. directly resulting waste generation, an explanation of the process of consideration between its ecological impact (incl. energy consumption) and other factors (e.g. accuracy), and an explanation of why the chosen AI model is used with regards to its ecological sustainability.		Yes, and this report was published before or during launch of the system with estimates and was updated after the launch with actual energy use calculations.		Yes, and this report was published after the system was already in use		Yes,  and this report was published before or during launch of the system with estimates				A report was written but is only available internally				No				G						6		1

		F3.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		How is the disposal of electronic waste processed?		Does not include the waste generated by the user		It is ensured that electronic waste is recycled as far as possible and not exported to risk areas (including Supply Chain)		It is ensured that electronic waste is recycled as far as possible and not exported to risk areas (just for electronics that are in control of the organisation)										There is no detailed knowledge				G						6		1







Changelog: Veröffentlichung der Fairness Definition an alle bei A, B, C
Hier ist kein IP bedroht.

Veröffentlichung der Metrik, also des Handlungsrahmens, aber nicht der Überprüfung dieser Metrik an alle bei A.

Hier lässt sich natürlich darüber streiten, warum nur bei A und nicht wie davor auch bei B und C.

Man könnte aber auch den zweiten Absatz bei B streichen und dafür die Veröffentlichung dazu nehmen.


Die Wissenschaftsgruppe hatte hier auch eine Veröffentlichung gefordert.
Hier könnte theoretisch IP bedroht sein. 
Wie ist eure Meinung hierzu?



Transparency

		Status:		11/29/21

		TRANSPARENCY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		T1		Documentation of data sets																																G				6		G

		T1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the data’s origin documented?		Established structered notations like "datasheets for datasets" are recommended here.		Yes, with structured datasheets, including detailed information on:
- data handling 
- data collector
- data collection method		Yes, with structured datasheets including detailed information on:
- data handling 
- data collector
- data collection method
containing few (not all) information		Yes, information is collected on:
- data collection method
- data handling 
- data collector
containing few or missing information without structured datasheets		Only general information on the data's origin is documented						No				G						6		1		2		6				1

		T1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the characteristics of data sets analysed and documented?		Explorativ question. Related to R1.2 and F1.7.
Characteristics of data sets are:
- fit to operational domain
- amount of data points in relationship to the domain
- individual or perturbated data points
- potential for bias
- analysis for potential proxies
		Yes,  structured information about the characteristics of data sets, including all mentioned characteristics are provided.		Yes, structured information about the characteristics of data sets, including all mentioned characteristics, are provided
only some contain few or missing information.		Yes, structured information about the characteristics of data sets are provided,
but not covering all mentioned characteristics		Yes,  some not-structured information about the characteristics of data sets are provided.						None				G						6		1



		T2		Documentation about the AI systems operation																		A														G

		T2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the characteristics of the AI system(s)  documented?		Characteristics of AI system(s) are:
- architecture or model graph (Num of layers,  Parameters, connectivity input-output dimensions)
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision (e.g. 8/16/32-bit)		Yes, characteristics are documented, including:
- architecture or model graph
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision

If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.				Yes, characteristics are documented, including:
- architecture or model graph
- expected input data
- expected output data
- parameter precision

The documentation is available for the competent authorities, but nor for all relevant stakeholder		Yes, some characteristics are documented.						No 				G						6		1		2		6				1

		T2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Are the characteristics of the AI Application documented?		Characteristics of AI application are:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method (e.g. online/ offline/ …)
- System architecture
- Flow of information		Yes,  characteristics are documented, including:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method
- System architecture
- Flow of information

If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.		Yes,  characteristics are documented, including:
- Hardware requirements
- Training method



If there are relevant stakeholders, the documentation is available to them.		Yes, characteristics are documented, but they are not available to all relevant stakeholders.								No 				G						6		1

																						A

		T3		 Intelligibility																																G

		T3.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Have the most intelligible AI models/systems been selected that can fulfil the application purpose?		Aspects of the justification:
- performance
- efficiency
- simplicity
- intelligibility
- locally / globally interpretable		Yes, the AI system and application approach has been evaluated, documented and justified. The most intelligible model from this analysis has been used.

This evaluation is open to the public		No, but the AI system was evaluated regarding interpretability.






This evaluation is open to the public.				No, but the AI system was evaluated regarding interpretability.

This evaluation is open to the competent authorities.						No, the AI system (architecture) has not been evaluated  				G						6		1		4		6				1

		T3.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		What degree of explainability including a regarding documentation is provided? 		Definition of local and global explainability is in the glossary		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available and the AI application is globally interpretable.		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available and the AI application is locally interpretable.		An interface with details about the AI system/application and the decision making process is available. It allows to extract the most relevant features and roughly represent their interrelationships and interactions.		The modes of interpretability are available, but can only be used/understood post hoc by experts 		The modes of interpretability need to be adjusted ex post to the individual model and use by experts  		The model is only theoretically comprehensible 		There are no known modes of interpretability 				G						6		1

		T3.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the interface of the AI system/application designed in a way that adequatly informs the user groups about the outcomes and mechanisms? 		User-oriented: 
The interface/interaction with the system should be designed in such a way that the user-groups understand the procedures and outcomes. The understanding depends on the relevant Information neccesary to adequatly to fullfill their task.		Yes, the interface of the system is based on the feedback of the users-groups and affected persons, e.g.:
- user and affected person group analysis 
- tested with the user-group. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, the interface of the system is based on the feedback of specific target users, e.g.:
- user and affected person group analysis 
- tested with the user-group. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, but without participation of the target groups 		Yes, but the modes or interpretability are only specific for one target group 						No, the modes of interpretability are not target-group specific 				G						6		1

		T3.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are the explanations of the AI system/application outcome designed in a way that adequatly informs the affected persons?		Affected Persons oriented: 
The explanations of the system should be designed in such a way that the affected persons understand the procedures and outcomes. The understanding depends on the relevant Information neccesary to understand the effects to them.		Yes, the explanations of the system is based on the feedback of the affected persons, e.g.:
- affected person groups analysis 
- tested with the affected person-groups. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, the explanations of the system is based on the feedback of specific affected person groups, e.g.:
- affected person-groups analysis 
- tested with the affected person groups. 
- experiences from the analysis or test of former products		Yes, but without participation of the affected persons 		Yes, but the modes or interpretability are only specific for one affected persons group 						No, the modes of interpretability are not affected person group specific 				G						6		1																		

tc={F8C495AB-854A-4C81-A0DD-8D29D1933E42}: [Threaded comment]
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		T4		Accessibility (outside of relevant authorities)																																G

		T4.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		 Who has access to the AI System and the AI application?		If an NDA is used in this context, It must not prevent the publication of conslusions drawn from access and analysis of the data, the right to analyse the data freely and fully as well as partly publication of single data points or database entries als illustrations for conclusions.		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
				Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1		4		6				1

		T4.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who has access to the datasets?		If an NDA is used in this context, It must not prevent the publication of conslusions drawn from access and analysis of the data, the right to analyse the data freely and fully as well as partly publication of single data points or database entries als illustrations for conclusions.		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
				Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1

		T4.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who has access to the documentation regarding the AI system/application and its data?		Documentation from T1.1 and T1.2., including a short description of the operational domain.		Everyone		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
		Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1

		T4.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Who can see which data attributes (including pre-processing) were used as an input for the AI system/application to generate its output?		This refers only to the name/label and not to the individual content of the data attribute.		Everyone		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
- additional information and trust intermediaries (e.g. regulators, watchdogs, research, courts) 		With the possibility of non-disclosure agreement:
- operators of the AI system
- competent authorities
		Only competent authorities				Nobody outside of the company		Nobody outside of the development team, not even inside the company				G						6		1









Reliability

		Status:		12/1/21

		RELIABILITY																				Grade		Skip?		Prompt		Indicator Score		Indcator Counter		Aktiv Indicators		Criteria Score		Criteria Level		Criteria Counter		Value Score		Value Level



		R1		Robustness & Reliability qua Design																																G				6		G

		R1.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the operational design domain of the AI system/application clearly defined and documented?		The Operational Design Domain (ODD) describes the conditions and environment an AI system/application is intended to operate within, and reasonably expected to encounter. This ODD should be described accurately and in enough detail such that the environment and boundaries of operation are clear. The user and stakeholders should be able to easily deduce from this whether the planned/intended use of an AI system is within the scope of the ODD.		A onthologically complete, structured and detailed description of the :
- operational design domain
- and the intended use cases
These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies
- all additional stakeholders
		A onthologically complete, structured and detailed description of the 
- operational design domain and 
- the intended use cases 

These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies.		A description of the:
- operational design domain 
- and the intended use cases



These are published and  well understood by:
 - the users of the AI system, 
- auditors 
- regulatory bodies.		A description of the:
- operational design domain 
- and the intended use cases 



These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system.		A description of the:
- the intended use cases






These are published and well understood by:
- the users of the AI system.				No				G						6		1		8		6				1

		R1.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Was ensured, that the quality and quantity of the data fit to the intended purpose and Operational Design Domain?				Documentation of which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
- compatibility of Training data with the operational design domain
- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
with regard to the intended purpose and Operational Design Domain of the AI System		Documentation of which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
- compatibility of Training data with the operational design domain
- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
				Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the Labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance



- relevant data preparation; i.e. raw data pre-processing (e.g. cleaning, enrichment, aggregation)
		Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- Correctness of data
- data format
- the Labeling and Annotation Process including quality assurance
		Documentation of/ which shows, the examination of: 
- Completeness of the attributes of the data
- data format
		No				G						6		1

		R1.3				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Was the quality of the development of the AI systems ensured?				Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
- The testing strategy.

Live testing that covers the ODD and reasonably foreseen situations of the OD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
- The testing strategy.

Live testing that covers the ODD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric- The testing strategy.

(Virtual) Testing inside the ODD has been performed		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 


(Virtual) Testing inside the ODD has been performed
		Justification of the approach and models used.
With documentation and justification of the chosen:
- Performance and Evaluation Metrics
- Optimization metric 
		Justification of the approach and models used.
		no				G						6		1

		R1.4				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		 Is the system robust against varying environments (i.e. distribution shift) and outliers?		Varying environments can influence the Performance of an AI system. The system needs to be able to detect varying environments to adapt his behaviour. flawed data = data that is influenced by a statistical or non statistical disturbance or malfunction.
E.g. Rain, Dust, Lense effects, Noise 		System must be able to gracefully track and monitor changes in the operational environment. It must offer mechanisms to adapt to observed changes in the operational design domain.		Relaxation of Grade A: reasonably adhere to changes in the operational design domain		Yes, but only in a subdomain								No				G						6		1

		R1.5				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are all possible risks assesed and the harms the system could have classified (e.g. life and health, violation of rights etc.)?				All risks are transparent, well documented with the product and made available to customers		All risks are transparent and can be obtained by a defined interface.		Main risks are identified and can be retrieved by a defined process								None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.6				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Are measures in place to ensure the integrity, robustness and overall security of the AI system/application against potential attacks over its life cycle?		Implementation of general cybersecurity measures.		Compliance to cybersecurity standards (e.g. ISO 27k series, IEC 62443, ISO/SAE 21434, ETSI EN 303 645,... )

Regular review security measures and protocols.

Measures (including the ones taken during training  of AI system) are defined and transparently documented with the product.		Measures are defined and transparently documented with the product		Measures defined information can be retrieved by a defined interface		Measures partly defined and information can be retrieved by a defined process						None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.7				A		B		C		D		E		F		G				A

		Did you inform end-users of the duration of security coverage and updates? What length is the expected timeframe within which you provide security updates for the AI system?				Information is shipped with the product		Information can be obtained by a defined interface		Information  partially available and can be retrieved by a defined process								None of the above				G						6		1

		R1.8				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Are technical documentations documented, including standards, that need to be applied by the AI system/application?				Yes												No				G						6		1



		R2		Robustness & Reliability in Operation																																G

		R2.1				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is the applied AI lifecycle management robust to changes in the operational domain?				Continuous model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering the full operational domain.		Continuous model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering key/important areas of the operational domain.		Regular model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) as a feature of the AI strategy covering key/important areas of the operational domain.		Occasional model monitoring and testing (including integrity checks) are carried out.		Occasional model monitoring and testing is carried out		Occasional testing is carried out.		None of the above				G						6		1		2		6				1

		R2.2				A		B		C		D		E		F		G

		Is a failure mitigation strategy for the AI-based system in place?		Is there a fail-safe strategy for the AI-based system in place?
Reaction of the system if parts of it are not working properly (such as sensors malfunctioning) or if the input data is either corrupted or contains noise. 
Presence of fall-back systems in case the AI-based system can not work properly anymore. e.g. broken/dirty lens/microphone, electromagnetic interference.		redundancy, 
fall back mechanisms (e.g. defaulting to a safe mode, kill-switch), 
alert system (end-user, provider, competent authority), 
fail-safe logging (i.e. black box) , 
secure failure (e.g. tamper protection, safe mode) and 
system restoration		redundancy,
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,


fail-safe logging,

secure failure		redundancy,
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




secure failure		
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




secure failure		
fall back mechanisms,



alert system,




		
fall back mechanisms, 



basic alert system		None of the above				G						6		1
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“I would rather lose 
money than trust.”



BACKUP
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